• Make **Presentation files** available after your talk (mail to mbt19@apctp.org)

• **Publication of Conference Proceedings** on Journal of Physics (Information will be updated).

• Payment at **PIC** (You pay only your share).

• Lunch (Jigok Community Center WISDOM Hall, 4 meal tickets in your name tag)

• Banquets (at PIC, Mon, Wed evenings from 6:30PM)
Bulletin Board

- Means to go around in Pohang — **best take a Taxi**
- **Foreign exchange**: Woori-Bank in Student Union (see Map on the next page)
- **Excursion on Wed** (Sign-up! Sandwiches on bus) — to Gyeong-Ju (capital of ancient Shilla dynasty), Emergency phone: 010-6789-6831.
- Conference photo shoot right before departing for excursion
- **Tue, Thu Dinner Sign-ups** (Out-of-your-pocket).
- PIC restaurants: 2nd and 5th floor.
PIC

Student Union

Woori Bank (for exchange)

Dept. Phys.

APCTP

lunch (WISDOM Hall)
1st floor, convenient store

devil's steps

uphill
(Tentative) Dinner Places on Tue, Thu.

Yeije

Knock-Knock

Young-il beach

Fish Market

Chi-Mac (chicken and beer)
Contacts:

Dr. Jong Han
jonghan@buffalo.edu

Dr. Ki-Seok Kim
tkfd@postech.ac.kr

Ms. Suhyun Kang
suhyun.kang@apctp.org

Thanks for Support from:

Asia Pacific Center for Theoretical Physics (APCTP)

Institute for Basic Science (IBS)

POSTECH